Subaru transmission chart

Subaru motor vehicles have used manual , conventional automatic , and continuously variable
CVT transmissions. Subaru manufactures its own manual and CVT transmissions for non- Kei
cars. Since the s, all Subaru conventional automatic transmissions have been Jatco designs
adapted to Subaru specifications. All of Subaru's three speed automatic transmissions were
made by Jatco. Subaru built their own four-speed automatic transmission based on the old
Jatco design. It was available in FWD and Full-time awd. Active Torque Split drives the front
wheels directly and the rear wheels through a hydraulic clutch. The control unit monitors
several factors including vehicle speed, gear position, and wheel speed and then varies the
application of the clutch based on a model stored in memory. The effect is a constantly and
actively changing torque to the rear wheels anywhere from a few percent to fully locked. The
control unit can and does alter torque several times per second. Vehicles with higher power
engines use a more aggressive model resulting in generally higher rear engagement. Later
attempts at reducing customer confusion resulted in torque split numbers being given, but
these have no meaning as there is no mechanical or other device to provide a static starting
point for the control unit. This system is the more commonly used setup used on most Subaru
products after its introduction on the XT6. VTD adds a twin planetary center differential to the
clutch and therefore has a static, starting torque split calculated on the planetary gear ratio,
with the most common being The active clutch operation is similar to the ACT system, although
the clutch is used to suppress differential action instead of as the differential itself. The
bellhousing and input shaft were changed for the Subaru EJ engine , the first generation was
used until about , when a major redesign of the holding devices was released. The second
generation saw use until Subaru developed a CVT for the Subaru Justy to gain reasonable
acceleration and fuel economy from its small three cylinder engine. It employs a push-belt
system and comes with an optional 4WD unit that engages the rear wheels when a button on the
shifter is depressed. It also has a 'sport mode' that when activated nearly doubles engine RPM
for better torque distribution when towing or going uphill. In addition to improving the design of
the transmission over the years, Subaru has supplied other companies with CVTs, as well. It is a
metal chain, pulley-based CVT, which is considered the most reliable, due to the simplicity of
the pulley system and durability of the metal chain. In addition, the metal chain pulley system is
generally quieter than other CVT designs. In the US, the Lineartronic is available with the 2. In
SE Asia this transmission is also available for the 2. Subaru claims that the transmission
provides "uninterrupted power that maximizes fuel efficiency while keeping the engine at the
optimal rev range". Lineartronic uses a specially modified torque converter to connect the
engine to the transmission. It can slip like a traditional torque converter, but remains locked
under all conditions except when coasting or traveling at very low speed. The persistent lockup
condition under acceleration provides the efficiency and control of a clutch while still behaving
much like a traditional planetary automatic transmission. The transmission can also be
manually controlled by the driver by providing the ability to select 6 or 7 if paired with a Diesel
engine [2] or 8 different "virtual" gears, where the transmission will hold a particular ratio. This
was the only five-speed 4WD transmission made for the Subaru Leone. In EU Leone turbo
wagon. The Justy used a transaxle, rather than a conventional Subaru transmission. This
transmission was dropped in when you could only get a 4WD unit. After its introduction in , the
Justy was also available with 4WD and thus a different gearbox. The gear ratios for this gearbox
were altered slightly. It is notable to mention that only Turbo vehicles received a hydraulic
clutch until Also, in Subaru changed from a push-style clutch to a pull-style, on turbo models,
requiring minor bellhousing and fork changes. Also matches Legacy 30th Anniversary [3] [4]. In
, The STi's 6MT underwent some changes that included making the center differential a limited
slip unit and a slight lengthening of some gears. The Spec. B's 6MT has different gear ratios
specifically 6th gear being longer than the STi's unit, does not have DCCD, and neither the front
nor center differentials are limited slip units. The Legacy and Outback models offer a six-speed
manual as one of the two transmission options in the base 2. The transmission uses a cable
shifter, unlike previous designs that use a direct mechanical linkage. Legacy 2. Reverse is
located to the right of 6th gear, and is accessed by lifting a lockout ring below the shift knob,
similar to the STi 6MT. Gear Ratios are: 1st: 3. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia
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There is a white label on the bellhousing of the front differential with a long alpha-numeric
identification number, and I'm wondering how to use it to figure out some information. The front
diff in my wife's 01 Forester S has a bad bearing was told it sounds like the pinion bearing.

Buying a whole new used transmission is a lot cheaper than having the front diff rebuilt, so
that's what I did. It's supposed to have been taken out of a Forester, but it lacks the external
filter that everything ''07 seems to be equipped with. It has the casting, but the center of it has a
plug that looks like it has been there since the transmission was new. I just want to make sure
this thing will work in the '01 Forester. I want to know if this transmission is going to be
compatible electronically, and if the final drive gear ratio matches my rear diff. I'm hoping
there's a way to tell that from the numbers on the transmission. I tried calling my local Subaru
dealer with the numbers, but they said there was nothing they could do with them I emailed
Subaru of America, but haven't heard back from them yet. Online searches haven't turned up
anything useful. If this transmission was sold to me under false pretenses, and it's actually an
older one out of a Legacy, Imprezza, or 98 Forester, will it work in my car? Well, I have to wait
for the wife to drive the car home from class tonight before I can get you the other number I'm
not following you on the "train" section Here on the forum? Something on the transmission? I
emailed him I have the sinking feeling that I've been duped, given the apparent lie on the
application. Yeah the Final Drive Ratio is more important than if it has the filter. You can add a
filter inline with the trans cooler if you want to. The FDR needs to match what your rear
differential has or it will tear up the clutches in the transfer unit. From what I can find, your
Forester S should have the 4. The trans you bought has 4. If that's the case it won't work. You're
right about the the gear numbers; those are the same ones I got. The seller of the incorrect
transmission I bought seems to be ignoring me. Looks like I am going to have to re-sell this
transmission if I want to recapture any of the money I spent on it. So much for avoiding the high
prices at the salvage yards. Life lesson learned. I may have to try that. I've never sold something
so large online, though Just list it as pickup only, unless someone is really willing to pay for
freight to get it. But there are plenty of members here in the New England region. Someone may
happen to need one with that FDR and be willing to come get it. That's what I'll do, then. I'll list it
both on the site you suggested and back on craigslist. Thanks for the direction! Any assist will
be thanked. You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in
our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. Posted
February 1, Share this post Link to post Share on other sites. Posted February 1, edited. Still no
indication about the gear ratios, though. Does the fact that it's a phase II trans mean that it will
be electronically compatible? Edited February 1, by Camaro Posted February 2, Posted
February 3, If you can, post the trans number from your Forester. Posted February 4, Posted
February 4, edited. Did you check Car-part. You might be able to sell it here. Try putting it in the
classified section. Edited February 4, by Fairtax4me. Posted December 15, Thank you and best
regards. Posted December 17, According to parts. It may work on other vehicles but I don't have
that information. Posted December 19, Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be
a member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new account in our
community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In Now. Sign In
Sign Up. I need to replace the automatic transmission on my Legacy Outback Wagon. Can
anyone tell me the years that will interchange? Is that a phase II? Does that have the external
spin on filter on the side of the AT case? Of course you probably already know you must make
sure you get an AT with the same drive ratio as your rear diff, or get the rear diff from the donor
car as well. Outback Gear Ratios EndWrench. When performing repairs on automatic or manual
transmission Outback vehicles, be certain to check appropriate. Service materials to determine
whether or not the vehicle you are working on has a different final drive ratio than a
non-Outback version of the same vehicle. If a different ratio is indicated, be certain to obtain the
correct matching parts while performing your repairs. Awhile ago when I was trying to figure out
exactly which transmission came with what gear ratios I found a great chart that listed all the
part numbers and ratios and center diff types for manual transmissions. I'm sure the same thing
exists for automatics but I can't find it. Anyway, the other issue that could be a problem
between transmissions of the same 'phase' is the speed sensor. As far as I can tell the plugs
and pinouts will be the same but I've heard there are mechanical and electronic speed sensors.
But now i must kill you since I gave away one of my secrets. Ah come on nip, don't you have
like one of those Men in Black lights or something, go easy on me bud? Just a bump on the info
some swap guides may show '04 and '03 as swappable, which for at least outbacks is not the
case unless you swap over the transfer duty solenoid, the awd valve, and the valve plate under
the AWD valve 4 bolts total, but inside the tail housing. You need to be a member in order to
leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an
account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. Posted June 1, Share this post Link to post Share
on other sites. Outback Gear Ratios EndWrench When performing repairs on automatic or
manual transmission Outback vehicles, be certain to check appropriate. Posted July 16, How
did you come across a 2 year old thread nip? I googled "subaru 4eat gear ratios" and that was

on the second page of search results. Posted July 17, Posted February 24, Posted December 13,
Create an account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment
Create an account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in
Already have an account? Sign In Now. Sign In Sign Up. Search Go. You can edit the name of
your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again.
Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Transport
your gear and goods without the mess. Click here to shop the Genuine Subaru Cargo Organizer.
Home Subaru Manual Transmission. This helps provide a trusted installation and lasting life.
Your Nearest Retailers. Liberty Auto City Subaru. Shop Now. Distance: Kenosha Subaru. Wilde
Subaru. Enter your zip code: View More Retailers. Subaru Parts: Manual Transmission. When it
comes time to repair or maintain your Subaru, get the job done correctly with OEM parts from
Subaru of America. Our nationwide network of Subaru Retailers and parts specialists carry a
comprehensive inventory of Genuine replacement parts for your Subaru's Manual
Transmission, so you can be confident that you're getting the right parts every time when you
order from us. Genuine Subaru Parts are the smartest choice for repair of your Subaru, so why
trust anything less? The right parts are just a few clicks away. Once you make your parts
selection, choose a local retailer to order from by entering your zip code. It's that easy. Genuine
Subaru Accessories Fast. Built to perform and last with custom-fit and function. Wherever
adventure in your Subaru leads, stay plugged in. Comfort and Convenience. Less difficulty.
More enjoyment. All customized to you and your Subaru. Subaru style attuned precisely to you
and your Subaru. Protection and Security. Help prevent the worst and lessen the impact of the
unavoidable in your Subaru. STI Brand. The Subaru mods you want for the power you crave.
Subaru Gear. Shop Gear as unique as you and your Subaru. More than just a quality product,
you desire the self-expression that Subaru provides. Connect more to your vehicle and other
enthusiasts with Genuine Subaru Gear. Links Subaru. Legal Policies. While every reasonable
effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or
omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales
representative. A CVT continuously variable transmission is a type of automatic transmission
that has an indefinite number of gear ratios. The process of changing ratios is seamless and
can be done under engine load. This gives the car a very smooth power delivery, almost like an
electric vehicle. CVTs have the ability to hold the engine at its most efficient RPM for maximum
torque, power, or fuel economy, depending on what is requested by the driver. When the
transmission does this, the engine will drone at a constant RPM even as speed increases. This
is especially true at full throttle. When you floor it, engine speed will jump up rapidly to about 5,
RPM and stay there. This is normal operation for many CVTs and likely not a cause for concern.
There are several different types of CVTs. One of the most common designs uses a pair of
conical pulleys and a belt or chain between them. In addition to the variable diameter pulley
system used by other manufacturers, Nissan also manufactures a toroidal CVT. This design is
better for high torque applications, such as rear wheel drive sports cars. A toroidal CVT works
by moving a pair of rollers that transmit torque between two disks. As the rollers rotate, they
spin each conical disk at different speeds. Toyota produces a special CVT that has a physical
first gear like a conventional automatic, then transitions seamlessly to a CVT after one upshift.
This transmission is used on the Corolla Hatchback. There are a couple other types of CVTs
such as hydrostatic and magnetic that use fluids and magnets to transfer torque respectively ,
but these are less common in cars and trucks. The longevity of a CVT is dependent on many
factors. CVTs have been around for a while, but only recently have they become affordable and
reliable. A CVT in a late model vehicle should easily surpass , miles with regular maintenance
but older CVTs may not last as long. Some auto manufacturers no longer produce a
conventional automatic transmission and have invested significant resources into CVT
technology. Over the past few years, CVT quality has stabilized quite a bit, allowing most
manufacturers to produce them confidently without large scale reliability issues. A good CVT
will last a very long time when taken care of. This should give you an idea if you should expect
any major problems. Customer complaints are also a good anecdotal indicator. That said, most
CVTs produced by major automakers in the last 5 years or so are generally pretty reliable and
should easily last , miles. After that, it varies depending on owner maintenance and build
quality. Toyota and Honda still offer a 6-speed automatic, but Subaru and Nissan have stopped
using them save for the Subaru BRZ, which was co-developed by Toyota. Toyota is a large
company that has perfected lean manufacturing. Their CVTs are some of the most reliable on
the market. Honda is also known for its reliability and has done an outstanding job with the
design of their CVT. A 10th generation Honda Civic equipped with the 1. It accelerates quite a lot
like an electric vehicle. The Subaru CVT does an excellent job of squeezing every last mile out
of a tank of gas, which is important to keep the brand competitive in a market controlled by

emissions numbers. Many people like to use Subarus off road. Be aware that a CVT often
cannot hold as much torque as a conventional automatic or manual transmission, and may be
prone to overheating if used outside the parameters it was designed for. Nissan has had many
reliability issues with their economy car CVTs in the past, so do some research before buying a
used automatic Nissan. Mitsubishi has been struggling over the past decade but continues to
produce some of the least expensive cars on the market. You will find, however, that a vehicle
with many miles may develop a leak in the transmission fluid , or the fluid may become burnt or
contaminated and require changing. Exercise common sense when deciding whether to flush
the transmission or perform any other potential maintenance item. If your fluid looks or smells
old , has particles in it, or you just have high mileage on the vehicle, consider flushing the
transmission fluid. We have a Forrester whose cvt just failed at 32, miles. But luckily we had
paid to transfer the original warranty from the first owner we bought it from. You describe me
perfectly. CVT went out at k, 8g to replace. I complained to Subaru and they gave me 2g off but
still! I bought a Subaru based on reputation for quality. Will not buy another. Am looking to sell
and replace with a Toyota which I have always had good luck with. Will not buy any car with a
CVT, which unfortunately is most of them these days. I have a Forester with 95k miles. Just had
to have the valve body replaced because of a bad solenoid. This of course includes a flush and
replacement of the fluid. The power train warranty is from the manufacturer and stays with the
car. I am the owner soon to be former of a Subaru Outback. Vehicle mileage is under 49, Our
CVT failed while my wife was driving on the freeway. It was an abrupt stop and we feel fortunate
that there was no accident with other vehicles. I think that was the cheaper route opposed
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to a recall. After contacting Subaru I was informed that they would not help at all financially
because work was not done by Subaru. I had the transmission fluid flushed and it started
working perfectly instantly. I leased and then bought out my Civic. The work was preformed at a
dealer. I changed the trans fluid and coolant every K miles, and engine oil every 6K miles. I
would not trust the Nissan CVT. I used to drive the Nissan pretty hard, but I tend to drive the
Honda very slow by comparison. I believe Mr. Well, I just got off the phone with the shop this
morningâ€¦ Annnnnd the CVT transmission is officially dead. Dipsticks make the process really
quick and easy. I would probably take my chances with the used CVT if it came with a 3 year
warranty. Table of Contents. I have a outback with miles and the cvt is still going strong Reply.
Long story short; avoid CVT and avoid Subaru who will leave you out to dry. Honda, Toyota,
Nissanâ€¦newer models fineâ€¦. Facebook Pinterest Twitter.

